
 
November 18, 2021 

From the Media Desk of the Fraser Valley Soccer League… 

There was plenty of developments at the top of the Premier Division table after last weekend’s fixtures.  

There was also another entertaining installment of the classic Langley versus Surrey rivalry.  

Furthermore, the Challenge Series has expanded even further to offer even great competition and 

intrigue to the top-flight.  Head on over to the FVSL Premier Review to learn about all this and more! 

With Division 1 leaders Tzeachten FC taking the week off, there was an opportunity for TWU Spartans B 

to move within five points of Tzeachten and at least make sure the Chilliwack based side were keeping 

an eye on what has happening over their shoulder.  Instead, TWU were held to a 3-3 draw by a 

burgeoning FC Tigers Vancouver B side who are beginning to find their way after a slow start.  It was an 

entertaining match in which six different players found the back of the net.  Goals by Tyson Dodich and 

Nicholas Biagi led Surrey United SC B to a 2-0 win over fourth place North Delta SC NEWWAY and the 

middle of the table is beginning to get very packed following Langley United B beating Port Moody 

Piranhas 2-1 on the strength of an Ossman Palani brace.  Last place Juba FC are still in search of their 

first win of the season, but they did manage another point to try and keep within touching distance of 

the pack.  A goal by Juba’s Nicholas Karlberg cancelled out the tally of Kyle Johnston for Surrey United 

SC Reds U21, as the teams settled for a 1-1 tie. 

With seven matches left to play, the Division 2A title is looking once again to be headed back to 

Abbotsford United B.  Abby smashed Greater Vancouver United 10-0 with both Taranjit Bagri and 

Amrit Sidhu scoring hattricks.  Joint second place sides Mission SC A and Ridge Meadows SC United 

both fell eight points back of Abby with seven games to play after each team was held to a draw this 

weekend.  A goal from Mission’s Campbell McKinnon was cancelled out by Jesse Verseveldt who 

earned Langley City FC a share of the spoils in a 1-1 draw.  For Ridge Meadows, they were kept to a 2-2 

by Poco FC Titans after Kellan Alexander and David Peacock scored to offset a pair of tallies by United’s 

Bela Piocza.  Things are slightly closer across in Division 2B, although a 7-1 win for first place North 

Surrey Mustangs over FC Tigers Vancouver C ensured the Mustangs maintain a seven-point lead atop 

the table, albeit having played a game more than their nearest rivals.  Jason Jacob netted an impressive 

four times in the win for North Surrey.  Second place Surrey FC Punjab leapfrogged idle Coastal FC with 

their 3-1 success against WRU Vault FC and they now represent the closest competition to North Surrey. 

Our Match of the Week from Division 3 saw Ladner FC emphatically avenge their loss in the reverse 

fixture to Pacific United FC by smashing them 6-0 this time around and establishing themselves as clear 

favourites atop 3B.  Leading scorer Levi Shevernoha added two more goals to his tally with Adam Bosch 

and Tyler Semler also on target, alongside a brace for Andrew Jones.  The win moves Ladner five points 

clear at the top of 3B.  It is much tighter, currently, over in 3A where the leaders coming into the 

weekend, Poco FC Rockets, lost 3-2 to Ridge Meadows SC Misfits, who now sit just two points back of 

the Rockets.  Zach Carlson was the hero for Misfits in this match, as he netted a pair of goals.  The result 

allowed Langley United Impact to pull back into a first place tie with Poco following their 2-1 defeat of 

Mission SC U21 on the back of a Christian Bessmann brace.  Elsewhere, back in 3B, there was a top 



 
offensive performance by Harkirat Singh for Surrey FC Royals, as he scored all three goals in Surrey’s 3-1 

win over BCT Westside United. 

The ever-shifting sands atop the Division 4A standings continued to churn the week, with Mission SC B 

ending the weekend two points clear at the top.  It was a narrow 1-0 for Mission over Ridge Meadows 

SC Black Sheep and Mission can thank goalkeeper Jesse Frick who secured the win via a fantastic double 

save, stopping a penalty kick as well as the follow up.  This was Frick’s division leading seventh clean 

sheet of the year and it ensured that the lone goal of the game, scored by Taid Raisti, was enough to 

earn Mission all three points.  Both fellow title hopefuls Poco FC Athletic and Poco FC Pacific dropped 

points, with Athletic being held to a 2-2 draw by Ridge Meadows SC Dons and Pacific losing 4-1 to Tri 

City FC B, who have now firmly entered the picture at the top of the table, sitting two points back of 

Mission, but holding a game in hand.  In Division 4B, leaders North Delta SC United SJ remain in first 

place following a 6-1 win over Langley United Studs, wherein Harman Deol scored a hattrick and leading 

scorer Jason Brand added a brace. 

Only one match went ahead in Masters 1 this weekend with five different scorers earning Surrey United 

SC a 5-0 win over Aldergrove United Players to move Surrey into the conversation at the top of the 

table.  Two games made it in Masters 2 with Ridge Meadows SC Wolves extending their lead atop the 

table to 13 points following a 3-2 win over Langley United Benders and a 2-1 loss for second place 

America United FC to Langley United.  A goal by Bernard Baker set the stage for a 1-0 win for Coastal FC 

Alumni over Langley United Heat in Masters 3.  The top of that division has become highly competitive 

with Ridge Meadows SC Thunder and WRU South Surrey FC Bullets, who were 3-1 and 2-1 winners over 

Abbotsford Arsenal and North Delta SC Phoenix respectively, just a point back. 

MATCH OF THE WEEK 

We head to the highly competitive Masters 3 Division this week where we find leaders Coastal FC 

Alumni hosting derby rivals WRU South Surrey FC Bullets, who are just one point back in second place.  It 

has been far from a straight path to the top for Coastal, given the parity in the division, but their division 

leading 30 goals for has been a big help.  Their offense is powered by the ageless Joe Battie, who leads 

the team with five goals, alongside Alejandro Ruvalcaba and Bernard Baker, who have four each.  At the 

back end, goalkeepers Chris Johnson and Craid Edwards have combined for the most clean sheets in the 

division, with five, and “CJ” leads Masters 3 with four of those shutouts. 

On the other side of the ball, local rivals South Surrey have long sought to overthrow Coastal as the local 

footballing power.  So far this season, the Bullets have had a few less offensive options in the chamber 

than Coastal, as well as the other contenders, having scored the fewest times so far of any of the current 

top four sides.  It is an offense by committee situation for South Surrey, with eleven different players 

having scored to this point of the campaign.  Scott Elliot leads the way with three goals, but the Bullets 

have gotten by on quality, not quantity, with the timing of their goals key to their success.  That, and 

some key stops from keeper Mike Barr.  Barr will no doubt need to be at his best this weekend if South 



 
Surrey are to get one over on their rivals.  The first meeting between the sides saw Coastal claim the 

points with a 3-0 win, can South Surrey flip the script this time around? 

Coastal FC Alumni v WRU South Surrey Bullets is Friday night at 8:30pm at South Surrey Athletic #10. 

Send NEWS to media@fraservalleysoccer.com 

And for more information on the FVSL go to fraservalleysoccer.com 
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